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Abstract 

A clutch is a very important machine element which plays a main role in the transmission of power from one component to 

another. A common and well known application for the clutch is in automotive vehicles where it is used to connects the engine 

and the gearbox. As the clutch is working condition it undergoes the affect of friction force and heating of surface and as a result 

wear takes place, which reduces the life of clutch. In this paper lightly focus the friction clutch design is strongly dependent upon 

the frictional heat generated between contact surfaces during the slipping at beginning of engagement. The total wears with 

respect to the variable (time, load and velocity) by the help of pin on disc method to evaluate the property of material for 

comparative study of them.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A clutch is very important machine element which play main role in transfer power [and eventually motion ] from one 

component [the driving part of machine ] to another [ the driven part of machine].in order to change gear or to stop the vehicle , 

it is required that the driven shaft should stop but the engine should continue to run . The engagement and disengagement of 

shaft is operated by lever .Clutch are design to transfer max torque with minimum heat generation. During engaging and 

disengaging the two clutch sliding motion between them. Due to rubbing of two discs the large amount of heat is generated 

during engaging and disengaging. [1] 

 Al-Shabibi and Barber [2] investigated alternative method to solve the   thermo elastic contact problem with frictional heat 

generation.  Two-dimensional axisymmetric finite element model built to study the temperature field and pressure distribution of 

two sliding disks. Constant and varying speeds were considered in this analysis. The results show that the initial temperature is 

shown to be crucial since it represents the particular solution, which can have quite irregular form, this situation especially true 

when the system operates above the critical speed. 

  Shahzamanian et al. [3] used numerical simulation to study the transient and contact analysis of functionally graded (FG) 

brake disk. The material properties vary in the radial direction from full metal at the inner radius to that of full‐ceramic at the 

outer radius. The coulomb contact friction is considered between the pad and the brake disk.Two‐dimensional finite element 

model used in the work to obtain the pressure distribution, total stresses, pad penetration, friction stresses, heat flux and 

temperature during the contact for different values of the contact stiffness factor. It found, that the contact pressure and contact 

total stress increase when the contact stiffness factor increases and the gradation of the metal–  ceramic has significant effect on 

the thermo mechanical response of FG brake disks. Also, it can be concluded when the thickness of the pad increases the contact 

status between pad and disc changes from sticking to contact and then to near contact. 

 Anderson [4] introduced and discussed four automotive friction system hot spot types. These are asperity, focal, distortional, 

and regional. Friction material and metal counter surface wear consequences are discussed, as they relate to the different hot 

spotting types. Focal hot spots are emphasized. These may form marten site on the cast iron drum or disk rubbing surface. Such 

hot spots, if not prevented, can provide a root cause for unacceptable performance or durability in automotive friction systems. 

Computer studies, using a two dimensional model, are used to complement the experimental studies of critical hot spots and 

determine hot spot thermal flux limits. Surface melting and known requirements for the formation of   marten site are used to 

establish bounds from the computer analysis. 
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II. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 

The main system of the friction clutch consists of pressure plate, clutch disc and flywheel as shown in Fig. 2.1.                                                                                      

 
Fig. 2.1: The Friction Clutch Elements. 

 When the clutch starts to engage the slipping will occur between contact surfaces due to the difference in the velocities 

between them (slipping period), after this period all contacts parts are rotating at the same velocity without slipping (full 

engagement period). A high amount of the kinetic energy converted into heat energy at interfaces according to the first law of 

thermodynamics during the slipping period and the heat generated between contact surfaces will be dissipated by conduction 

between friction clutch components and by convection to environment, in addition to the thermal effect due to the slipping there 

is other load condition which is the pressure contact between contact surfaces. In the second period, there are three types of load 

conditions the temperature distribution from the last period (slipping period), the pressure between contact surfaces due to the 

axial force of diaphragm spring and the centrifugal force due to the rotation of the contacts parts. Figure 2 shows the load 

conditions during the engagement cycle of the clutch, where ts is the slipping time and T is the transmitted torque by clutch.[5]  

 
Fig. 2.2: The Load Conditions during the Engagement Cycle of the Clutch 
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III. HEAT GENERATION DURING ENGAGEMENT 

 
Fig. 3.1: Heat Generation during Engagement of Clutch 

 In this work, it was assumed that the thermal properties of materials are isotropic and independent of temperature. The actual 

contact area is equal to the nominal contact area. Two types of pressure distribution are applied between contact surfaces, the 

uniform pressure and the linear pressure distribution according to the basic design theory of the friction clutch. Assuming that the 

total friction energy is converted into heat, the total heat generated during the slipping is given as follows, 

Q (r, t) = Q gen. f + Q gen. c 

= Q gen. p + Q gen. c 

=  p Vs; 0 t ts     (1)   

 Where, Q gen. f, Q gen. c, Q gen .p and Vs (Vs= ωsr) are the heat generated on the flywheel, heat generated on the clutch disc, 

heat generated on the pressure plate and the sliding velocity and ωs is the sliding angular velocity (rad /sec) respectively. 

Assuming that the sliding angular velocity decreases linearly with time as,  

 (t) = o (1- t/ ts),  0 t ts              (2) 

 Where ω0 is the initial sliding angular velocity when the clutch starts to slip (t=0). The total heat generated between contact 

surfaces when assume the pressure distribution on contact surfaces is uniform at any time of slipping is, 

Q t, u (r, t) =  p r0 (1- t/ts), 0 t ts (3) 
 And the total heat generated between contact surfaces when assume the pressure distributionon contact surfaces is linear with 

disc radius (load B) at any time of slipping is, 

Q t, l (t) = C0 (1- t/ ts), 0 t ts (4) 

 Where C = Pmax.ri The heat conduction equation for an axisymmetric problem in the cylindrical coordinate (r, z) used to 

obtained temperature distributions with time for the friction clutch system. 

r (K T/r)+ K/r(T/r)+ /r (K T/z)= ϼc(T/t);t>0 (5)

 Where: r is the radial coordinate, z is the axial coordinate, K is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the density and c is the  specific 

heat. There are two methods used to calculate the temperature field in the automotive clutches and brakes are: 

1) Using a heat partition ratio to compute the heat generated for each part individually [6]. 

2) Apply the total heat generated for whole model by using the contact model [7].  

The contact model's approach is used in this work, and assumes perfect thermal contact between contact surfaces or in 

the other word the surface temperatures are equal in the interface for both bodies 

IV. WEAR ANALYSIS 

The pin-on-disk test is generally used as a comparative test in which controlled wear is performed on the samples to study. The 

volume lost allows calculating the wear rate of the material. Since the action performed on all samples is identical, the wear rate 

can be used as a quantitative comparative value for wear resistance. 

 Principle of Pin-On-Disk Measurement A.

A flat indenter is loaded on to the test sample with a precisely known force. The indenter (a pin) is mounted on a stiff lever. As 

the disk is rotated, resulting frictional forces acting between the pin and the disk are measured by very small deflections of the 

arm using a strain gage sensor. Wear Coefficients for both the pin and sample are calculated from the volume of material lost 

during a specific friction run .This method is based on Archard’s equation. 
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 The Archard wear equation is a simple model used to describe sliding wear and is based around the theory of asperity contact. 

It concludes that the volume of the removed debris due to wear is proportional to the work done by friction forces.  
W = CP L/H 

Where: 

W  is the total volume of wear debris produced 

C  is a dimensionless constant 

P  is the total normal load 

L  is the sliding distance 

H  is the hardness of the softest contacting surfaces 

PL  is proportional to the work done by the friction forces as described by Reye's hypothesis.[8] 

V. RESULTS 

In the practical application the friction clutch makes repeated engagements, and the temperature fields (especially the maximum 

temperature) during these engagements are consider essential for designer. The temperature will increase rapidly when the 

numbers of engagements increase and in some the temperature exceeds the maximum limit of temperature, this situation lead to 

friction clutch failure before the expected lifetime. Temperature and time diagram for the clutch is shown in fig, 

 The temperature distributions of clutch elements for both cases during repeated engagements are shown in Fig.  From this 

figure, it can be seen that the values of maximum temperatures when applied uniform are greater than the values of maximum 

temperature when applied uniform wear during all engagements and under the same conditions. The temperatures when applied 

wear load are distributed uniformly in contact. The temperature decreases in regions which located at inner and outer radius of 

clutch disc because of the effect of convection on these regions. 

 
Fig. 4: Temperature Distribution in Clutch Disc With Respect To Time 

 
Fig. 5: Temperature Distribution in Uniform Pressure and Wear 

The pin on disc method facilitates the determination and study of friction and wear behaviour of almost every solid state material 

combination, with varying time, contact pressure, velocity, temperature, humidity, lubrication, etc. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper transient thermal analysis of dry friction clutch disc for  repeated engagements based on the uniform wear and 

uniform pressure theory  was performed .Two dimensional  axisymmetric model was built to obtain the numerical simulation for 

friction clutch elements during the slipping. The sliding speed plays an important role in determining the amount of heat 

generated between contact surfaces; therefore it’s necessary to know the maximum sliding velocity in application, to select the 

suitable friction material to withstand the high temperature which produces by frictional heating during the slipping. In wear 

analysis the value of coefficient of friction with respect to time, load and velocity for all materials in numerous value and 

graphical value for comparative study of all materials for selecting best of them because of clutch material should  able to with 

stand at high temperature and high speed. 
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